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Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the
modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital
technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM
is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Contains "Records in review."
A comprehensive index to company and industry information in business journals.
Vintage Radio, Television and Hi-Fi are highly popular 'modern antiques' - and offer the
added challenge for restorers of the repair of classic valve-based circuits. This highly
readable book encompasses all aspects of buying, collecting, restoring, repairing,
sourcing parts, professional services, clubs and societies, etc. Covering the technical
side as well as collecting, this book offers the most comprehensive coverage available.
The first half of the book deals primarily with technical aspects of restoration, what
components are needed and where they can be found. The second half of the book
provides a wealth of useful information: names and addresses of clubs and societies,
auctions and antique fairs; a professional services directory; how to get hold of service
data. Armed with this book the enthusiast will be able to tackle the restoration of a
vintage machine with confidence. A highly popular type of 'modern antique' Covers
technical aspects of classic valve-based circuitry The most complete work for vintage
audio and TV enthusiasts, dealers and repairers

In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Around Louisiana's state capital, structures sit abandoned for years. Some of
them hold memories, some hold clues to the city's history. With subjects ranging
from antebellum to agri-industrial, from a rickety single-room shack to one of
Huey Long's pet projects, to the last gasps of a grand ballroom, this travelogue of
decay reveals some of that history and at times, some insight to the city that is
today. In Abandoned Baton Rouge, discover what's been going on in forgotten
spaces when no one else was looking. Learn about the establishments that once
were, the high times and the low crimes. Meet the people who loved the places
and find out what they kept as souvenirs. Captured in photos before they were
gone are Baton Rouge institutions like The Bellemont Motor Hotel, and that
ordinary building on Oklahoma Street that helped to make LSU athletics
extraordinary. More than 130 images show how these places looked when they
were new, not-so-new, abandoned, and on their way out of existence.
Provides lists of selling prices of items found on eBay in such categories as antiques,
boats, books, cameras, coins, collectibles, dolls, DVDs, real estate, stamps, tickets, and
video games.
Intended for both novice and experienced users, this guide is designed to inform and
entertain the reader in unravelling the jargon surrounding video equipment and in
following carefully delineated procedures for its use. Chapters include "Exploring the
Video Universe,""A Grand Tour of Video Technology,""The Video System,""The Video
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Camera,""The VTR,""All about Videotape,""Making the Right Connections,""TV
Monitors and Video Projectors,""VTR Interchangeability,""Connecting and Operating
the VTR,""Basic Videocassette Systems,""The Video Portapak,""ENG and Portable
Videocassette Systems,""Maintenance and Troubleshooting," and "Setting
Goals/Purchasing Equipment." Diagrams, a glossary of terms, and appendices on
information sources are provided. (MER)
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